
Creating a Customized Bill of Materials 
Overview 
 

A Bill of Materials (BOM) is a listing of all parts and part parameters in the current assembly. It is 

possible to customize the output format to produce a particular form of presentation and content.  

 

Example Source file and output 
 

To utilize a customized BOM, the config.pro option "bom_format" must be set to the full path and 

name of the BOM source file.  

 ======================================================= 

.breakdown 

%$type %$name contains the following: 
.titles Qty; Name; Material; Cost 

--------------------------------------------------- 

.row %$quantity[-4d];%$name[-15.12s];%material[-10.7s];%cost[-5.2f] 
--------------------------------------------------- 

--------------------------------------------------- 

.summary 
Listing of parts for assembly %$name: 

.titles Qty; Name 

--------------------------------------------------- 
.row %$quantity[-6d];%$name[-15.12s] 

TOTAL COST: $%[$total(cost)][5.2f] 

======================================================= 

There are two main sections to any BOM file, the breakdown and the summary. In a customized 
BOM, one or both sections may be included. The breakdown section is a listing of the name, type, 
and number of instances of each member and submember of the assembly. The breakdown section 
will be repeated for all of the subassemblies in the assembly. The breakdown section creates a non 
recursive BOM for the top level assembly and for each sub-assembly in all the assembly levels. 

The summary section is a listing of the total quantity of each part included in the assembly; thus, the 

summary section will create a recursive BOM for the top level assembly. Each section must have the 

'.titles' and '.row' commands. The '.titles' command will add the titles of each column (i.e. Qty, Name, 

Type, etc.), and the '.row' command will add the actual data (i.e., quantity, component name, 

component type, etc.). 

 

To add parameters in the text of the BOM, use the following formatting characters: 

%$ - a percent sign followed by a dollar sign indicates that the next word is one of the three system-

supplied attributes: name, type, or quantity 

% - any word preceded by a percent sign is a user defined parameter 

To add them to a '.row' section, put them on the same line as the '.row' command. 



In this example, the string parameter, "material", and the real number parameter, "cost", are to be 

included in the BOM, so they are added to the '.row' entry in the breakdown section. The formatting 

characters which appear in square brackets after the parameter names control the data type and 

printout width of the parameter's value. 

d - integer variable 

f - floating point variable 

s - string variable (text) 

The number that precedes these characters determines the width of the column. A negative sign will 

left justify the value in the column. Both the string and floating point variables may use decimal 

points in the format. The number that follows the decimal is the number of digits which will follow 

the decimal point for a floating point variable, and is also the number of characters to which text will 

be truncated if it exceeds the column width for a string variable. 

 

To have the sum of a parameter in the components be reported in the BOM, enter the text: 

$%[$total(parameter_name)] 

Where parameter_name is the name of your parameter. For example, the text '$%[$total(cost)]' will 

print the sum of all the "cost" parameters for the components in the assembly. 

 

Finally, note two important things: 

When creating rows in the BOM, make sure that the sum of the column widths does not exceed 80 

characters to avoid error messages during BOM generation. 

The customized BOM source file must be saved in Text Only mode: any other format (Rich Text 

Format, WORD etc.) is not compatible with this functionality. 

The top portion of the customized html BOM for the Engine_Blower assembly is shown below. 

 
 


